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A high-speed ring topology. In one embodiment, tWo base 
801 CALIFORNIA STREET chip types are required: a “drawing” chip, LoopDraW, and an 
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94041 (Us) “interface” chip, LoopInterface. Each of these chips have a 

set of pins that supports an identical high speed point to 
point unidirectional input and output ring interconnect inter 

(21) Appl- NO-I 10/394,418 face: the LoopLink. The LoopDraW chip uses additional pins 
to connect to severa stan ar memor1est at orm a 1 

(22) Flled' Mar‘ 21’ 2003 bandwidth local memory sub-system. The LoopInterface 

Related Us Application Data chip uses additional pins to support a high speed host 
computer host interface, at least one video output interface, 

(60) Provisional application No' 60/367,064, ?led on Mar_ and possibly also additional non-local interconnects to other 
22, 2002. LoopInterface chip(s). 
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Fig 11 16 LoopDraw, 2 Looplnterface Chip Printed Circuit Daughter Board on Edge ‘V’ Layout 
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Fig. 15 Double Ring Schematic 
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Fig. 17 Redrawing of Fig.16: a Double 8 Ring 
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SCALABLE HIGH PERFORMANCE 3D GRAPHICS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 
§119(e) from Us. Provisional Application Serial Number 
60/367,064, ?led Mar. 22, 2002, Which is herein incorpo 
rated by reference in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] This invention relates to the ?eld of computer 
graphics, speci?cally 3d graphics hardWare accelerators. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0005] Most conventional general purpose computers 
have some form of hardWare sub-system that can couple 
information stored or computed Within the computer to some 
form of physical image display devices as interactive visual 
feed-back to the human user(s). While decades ago these 
physical image display devices and the special electronics 
that coupled the computer to them Were very primitive, e.g., 
blinking lights, “glass ttys”, or oscilloscopes, over time the 
sophistication has groWn to the point Where the hardWare 
sub-system, or graphics system dedicated to driving the 
physical image display devices are quite complex, special 
iZed computational systems in their oWn right. Indeed, many 
of current “graphics chips” that are used to build conven 
tional graphics systems contain more transistors than the 
poWerful single chip cpus in the general purpose computers 
themselves. 

[0006] Speci?cally, a graphics system does more than 
connect a host computer to a physical image display device. 
It also of?oads from the host computer more and more 
complex rendering operations, including both 2d rendering 
3d rendering. A hardWare accelerator dedicated to a special 
iZed task Will usually have a performance and/or price 
advantage over performing the same task entirely in soft 
Ware on a general purpose computer. This, of course, 
assumes that there is suf?cient customer demand for fre 
quently performing the specialiZed task, Which is the case 
for 2d and 3d computer graphics in many market segments, 
including both industrial and consumer home entertainment. 

[0007] While early graphics systems might only take on 
the simple job of draWing 2d lines or text, more advanced 
high performance graphics systems are responsible for tak 
ing high level representations of three dimensional objects 
from the host computer, and performing much of the job of 
approximately computing a simulation of hoW photons in 
the real World Would illuminate the group of objects, and 
hoW images of these objects Would be formed Within the 
image plane of a physical camera, or the physical human 
eye. In other Words, modern graphics systems are capable of 
performing 3d rendering. Thus, rather than the generic term 
“graphics systems” they Will be referred to as “3d graphics 
hardWare accelerators”. A ?nal synthetic “image plane” 
becomes the video output signal that is sent from the 3d 
graphics hardWare accelerator to various physical image 
display devices for vieWing by the human user(s). These 
physical image display devices include, but are not restricted 
to: direct vieW crts, direct vieW led panels, direct vieW 
plasma panels, direct vieW electroluminescent displays, led 
based displays, crt based projectors, led based projectors, 
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lcos based projectors, dmd based projectors, laser based 
projectors, as Well as head mounted displays (hmds). 

[0008] The recent pace of development of more and more 
poWerful 3d graphics hardWare accelerators has spurred the 
need to continuously develop neW architectural concepts to 
build 3d graphics hardWare accelerators capable of gener 
ating much richer images of 3d objects than Was possible 
With previous architectural concepts. The architectural con 
cepts that Were used to build the then highest performance 
3d graphics hardWare accelerators may no longer apply 
When neW building blocks based on ever more poWerful 
semiconductor chips are to be used even a feW years later. 
At the same time, given the also increasing costs of devel 
oping individual chips, it is also desirable to ?nd 3d graphics 
hardWare accelerator architectures that are highly scalable, 
that is, architectures that alloW a Wide range of commercially 
viable products at many different price/performance points 
to be constructed from the same small set of chips. 

[0009] TWo features in particular that it are highly desir 
able to support in the next decades Worth of high perfor 
mance 3d graphics hardWare accelerator products are fully 
programmable shading and high quality antialiasing. High 
quality antialiasing produces more realistic looking images 
by reducing or eliminating so-called “jaggies” produced by 
most current 3d graphics hardWare accelerators. To achieve 
this high quality, the 3d graphics hardWare accelerator must 
be able to support more complex frame buffers, in Which a 
large number of samples must be kept for each pixel in an 
image that is being rendered. The architecture must also 
support poWerful antialiasing ?ltering of these samples at 
some point before the video output signal is generated. 

[0010] Most conventional 3d graphics hardWare accelera 
tors for real-time interaction either provide no support for 
keeping multiple samples per pixel, or support only very 
limited sample densities, e.g., 2 or 4, and occasionally 8. 
These systems also support only the most limited forms of 
antialiasing ?ltering of these samples during video output 
signal generation. For example, generally the antialiasing 
?lter is limited to only a one pixel by one pixel box ?lter. For 
future systems, it is highly bene?cial to support 16 samples 
per pixel, and 32, 48, or even 64 samples per pixel or more 
in advanced cases. These sample densities must be sup 
ported not only for loW resolution video signal formats, e. g., 
ntsc, but also for high de?nition resolution formats, e.g., 
hdtv and 2 megapixel computer video signal formats. The 
desired signal processing is to support at least four pixel by 
four pixel cubic ?lter antialiasing ?lters With negative lobes, 
and larger area antialiasing ?lters, e.g., eight by eight pixels 
or more, in advanced cases. programmable shading is a 
technique used for decades by 3d softWare rendering sys 
tems, Where a general purpose computer Works for hours or 
days at a time to produce a single ?nal rendered image. 
These are the systems that produce the most realistic 3d 
computer graphics images, and Whose use is noW essential 
in the creation of special effects of many movies. The idea 
is that While much of the so-called “graphics pipeline” has 
?xed functionality that cannot be modi?ed, at certain “key” 
points in the pipeline there is the option for application 
speci?c graphics algorithms to be used. This supports more 
realism in the ?nal rendered image. For example, for disaster 
training of police, ?re?ghters, and paramedics, it can be very 
important to accurately model the effects of smoke and dust 
in reducing visibility for emergency Workers during training 










































































































